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Abstract
It is a long-standing puzzle why predicates like believe embed declarative but not inter-
rogative complements (e.g., Bill believes that/*whether Mary left) and why predicates
like wonder embed interrogative but not declarative complements (e.g., Bill wonders
whether/*that Mary left). This paper shows how the selectional restrictions of a range
of predicates (neg-raising predicates like believe, truth-evaluating predicates like be
true, inquisitive predicates like wonder, and predicates of dependency like depend on)
can be derived from semantic assumptions that can be independently motivated.

Keywords Clause-embedding predicates · Selectional restrictions · Neg-raising

1 Introduction

Certain clause-embedding predicates take both declarative and interrogative com-
plements, as shown in (1) for know. Others take only declarative complements, as
illustrated in (2) for believe, or only interrogative complements, as seen in (3) for
wonder.

(1) Bill knows that/whether/what Mary has eaten.

(2) Bill believes that/*whether/*what Mary has eaten.

(3) Bill wonders whether/what/*that Mary has eaten.
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96 N. Theiler et al.

Verbs like know are referred to as responsive predicates, predicates likewonder as rog-
ative predicates, and predicates like believe as anti-rogative predicates. Any account
that aims at explaining the distribution of clausal complementswill have to capture both
the selectional restrictions of rogative and anti-rogative predicates and the selectional
flexibility of responsive predicates. Most accounts of clausal complements assume a
type distinction between declarative and interrogative complements (e.g. Karttunen
1977; Heim 1994; Dayal 1996; Lahiri 2002; Spector and Egré 2015; Uegaki 2015b).
Usually, declarative complements are taken to have type 〈s, t〉, while interrogative
complements are taken to have type 〈〈s, t〉, t〉. The selectional restrictions of (anti-)
rogative predicates can then be captured by postulating that rogative predicates take
arguments of type 〈〈s, t〉, t〉, while anti-rogative predicates take arguments of type
〈s, t〉. On the other hand, to capture the selectional flexibility of responsive predicates,
these accounts assume an operator that shifts the type of interrogatives into that of
declaratives, or vice versa.

This approach, however, has its limitations. First, as soon as we admit type-shifting,
we lose part of the account of selectional restrictions. This is because if we intro-
duce an operator that adapts the type of interrogatives to that of declaratives (as in,
e.g., Heim 1994), then this operator would also resolve the type conflict when anti-
rogative predicates like believe take interrogative complements. Thus, in this case, we
lose the account of the selectional restrictions of anti-rogatives. On the other hand,
for analogous reasons, if the type-shifter adapts the type of declaratives to that of
interrogatives (as in Uegaki 2015b), the account of the selectional restrictions of rog-
ative predicates is lost. Thus, type-distinction-based accounts do not directly capture
the selectional restrictions of both rogative and anti-rogative predicates at once. The
selectional restrictions of one of these predicate classes need to be derived from factors
other than the postulated type distinction between declaratives and interrogatives. Of
course one may attempt to overcome this limitation by assuming that the type-shifter
can only apply in certain configurations. The point here is that,without such additional
assumptions, type-distinction-based accounts cannot capture selectional restrictions
and selectional flexibility at the same time.

Moreover, if one wants to account for the selectional restrictions of rogative or
anti-rogative predicates in terms of a type mismatch, one has to assume differences
in semantic type between certain predicates which seem difficult to motivate inde-
pendently. For instance, if one wants to account in this way for the fact that rogative
predicates do not accept declarative complements while responsive predicates do, one
has to assume a difference in semantic type between be curious (which is rogative;
e.g., I’m curious who left / *that Bill left) and be of interest (which is responsive; e.g.,
Who left / that Bill left is of interest to me). Similarly, if one wants to explain the fact
that anti-rogatives, unlike responsives, do not take interrogative complements in terms
of a type mismatch, then one has to assume a difference in semantic type between
predicates like assert and claim (which are anti-rogative) and ones like announce and
state (which are responsive). In the absence of independent motivation for such type
distinctions, the approach is stipulative to a certain degree.1 An account which derives

1 It must be noted that such motivation is not completely absent: Uegaki (2015a) provides an explicit
argument for his assumption that predicates like believe require an argument of type 〈s, t〉 while predicates
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Picky predicates: why believe doesn’t like interrogative complements 97

the selectional restrictions of (anti-)rogatives from semantic assumptions about these
predicates which can be independently motivated would be preferable.

The present paper assumes a uniform account of clausal complements, introduced
in Theiler et al. 2018. The account is uniform in the sense that it assigns the same
semantic type to declarative and interrogative complements, namely 〈〈s, t〉, t〉, and
assumes that all clause-embedding predicates take arguments of this type. On such
an account, the selectional flexibility of responsive predicates is directly predicted,
without any type-shifting operations. On the other hand, the selectional restrictions
of (anti-)rogatives need to be explained based on independently observable properties
of the relevant predicates. Such an explanation has recently been given for wonder
and some closely related rogative predicates (Ciardelli and Roelofsen 2015; Uegaki
2015b).2 The present paper does so for another class of rogative predicates, namely
predicates of dependency like depend on and be determined by, as well as two classes
of anti-rogative predicates, namely (i) neg-raising predicates like believe and think and
(ii) truth-evaluating predicates like be true and be false. Independently of the present
paper, Mayr (2017) and Cohen (2017a, b) have also recently proposed ways to explain
the anti-rogativity of neg-raising predicates.3 These accounts, while building on the
same idea as ours, are more limited in scope and less explicit. We will discuss them
in Appendix A.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly lays out our uniform account
of clausal complements, and exemplifies our treatment of responsive predicates. Sec-
tion 3 is concerned with the selectional restrictions of anti-rogative predicates, Sect. 4
with those of rogative predicates, and Sect. 5 discusses an empirical and more gen-
eral methodological issue. Section 6 concludes. Appendix A discusses related work
in some detail, Appendix B spells out some technical details of the proposed account,
and Appendix C presents an extension of the core account to presuppositional com-
plements.

2 A uniform treatment of clausal complements

Our treatment of clausal complements is couched in inquisitive semantics (Ciardelli
et al. 2013, 2015).4 In this framework, declarative and interrogative clauses are taken
to have the same kind of semantic value, namely a set of propositions. The conceptual
motivation behind this uniform notion of sentence meaning is as follows. While tradi-
tionally the meaning of a sentence ϕ is taken to capture just the information conveyed

Footnote 1 continued
like know require an argument of type 〈〈s, t〉, t〉. However, this argument does not seem entirely conclusive;
see Appendix A.2 for discussion.
2 The proposals of Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015) and Uegaki (2015b) are very much in the same spirit.
For discussion of the subtle differences between them, see Appendix A.2.
3 A first version of the present account started circulating in the spring of 2016.
4 As will become clear in the course of the paper, this choice of framework is an integral part of the
proposed account. In particular, as will be laid out in Sect. 3.1.3, in deriving the selectional restrictions of
neg-raising predicates, wemake crucial use of inquisitive negation as well as the fact that sentencemeanings
in inquisitive semantics are not arbitrary sets of propositions, but always downward closed.
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98 N. Theiler et al.

by ϕ, in inquisitive semantics it is taken to additionally capture the issue expressed
by ϕ as well. We call the information that is conveyed by a sentence its informative
content, and the issue expressed by it its inquisitive content. To encode both kinds of
content at once, the meaning of a sentence is construed as a set of propositions, no
matter whether the sentence is declarative or interrogative.

By uttering a sentence ϕ withmeaning �ϕ�, a speaker is taken to do two things at the
same time. Firstly, she is taken to raise an issue whose resolution requires establishing
one of the propositions in �ϕ�. These propositions are called resolutions. Secondly,
she is taken to provide the information that the actual world is contained in the union
of all resolutions,

⋃
�ϕ�.

⋃
�ϕ� is the informative content of ϕ, written as info(ϕ).

2.1 Downward closure, alternatives, and truth

Sentence meanings in inquisitive semantics are downward closed: if p ∈ �ϕ� and
q ⊂ p, then also q ∈ �ϕ�. This captures the intuition that, if a proposition p resolves a
given issue, then any stronger proposition q ⊂ p will also resolve that issue. As a limit
case, it is assumed that the inconsistent proposition, ∅, trivially resolves all issues, and
is therefore included in the meaning of every sentence. The maximal elements in �ϕ�
are referred to as the alternatives in �ϕ� and the set of these alternatives is denoted as
alt(ϕ). Alternatives are those propositions that contain precisely enough information to
resolve the issue expressed by ϕ. Finally, from the meaning of a sentence in inquisitive
semantics, its truth conditions are derived in the following way: ϕ is true in a world
w just in case w is compatible with info(ϕ), i.e., w ∈ info(ϕ).

For example, consider the sentence meaning �ϕ� = { {w1, w2}, {w1}, {w2},∅ }.
This meaning contains exactly four resolutions, namely {w1, w2}, {w1}, {w2}, and ∅.
It contains exactly one alternative, namely {w1, w2}. That is, alt(ϕ) = { {w1, w2} }.
Since �ϕ� is downward closed, it additionally contains all subsets of {w1, w2}, i.e.,
{w1}, {w2}, and ∅. The informative content of ϕ is info(ϕ) = {w1, w2}. This means
that ϕ is true in w1 and w2 and false in all other worlds.

2.2 Informative and inquisitive sentences

The informative content of ϕ can be trivial, namely iff the propositions in �ϕ� cover the
entire logical space W , i.e., iff info(ϕ) = W . In this case, we call ϕ non-informative.
Conversely, we call ϕ informative iff info(ϕ) �= W . Not only the informative content,
but also the inquisitive content of a sentence can be trivial. This is the case iff the issue
expressed by ϕ is already resolved by the information provided by ϕ itself, i.e., iff
info(ϕ) ∈ �ϕ�. In this case,we callϕ non-inquisitive. Conversely,ϕ is called inquisitive
iff info(ϕ) /∈ �ϕ�. If ϕ is non-inquisitive, its meaning contains a unique alternative,
namely info(ϕ). Vice versa, if �ϕ� contains multiple alternatives, it is inquisitive.
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Picky predicates: why believe doesn’t like interrogative complements 99

wab wa

wb w∅

(a) that Ann left

wab wa

wb w∅

(b) whether Ann left

wab wa

wb w∅

(c) who left

Fig. 1 Examples of complement clause meanings in inquisitive semantics

2.3 Declarative and interrogative complements

Following Ciardelli et al. (2015) and much earlier work in inquisitive semantics, we
assume that a declarative complement or matrix clause ϕ is never inquisitive.5 That
is, its meaning �ϕ� always contains a single alternative, which coincides with its
informative content, info(ϕ). For example:

(4) alt(that Ann left) = { {w | Ann left in w} }

Conversely, we assume that an interrogative complement or matrix clause is never
informative. This means that the alternatives associated with an interrogative clause
always completely cover the set of all possible worlds.6 For example, if the domain of
discourse consists of Ann and Bob, we assume the following sets of alternatives for
the interrogative complements whether Ann left and who left. 7

(5) alt(whether Ann left) =
{ {w | Ann left in w},

{w | Ann didn’t leave in w}
}

(6) alt(who left) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

{w | Ann left in w},
{w | Bob left in w},
{w | nobody left in w}

⎫
⎬

⎭

The alternative sets in (4)–(6) are also depicted in Fig. 1, where wab is a world in
which both Ann and Bill left, wa one in which only Ann left, wb one in which only
Bill left, and w∅ one in which neither Ann nor Bill left.

5 There is also work in inquisitive semantics that does not make this assumption (e.g. AnderBois 2012).
This requires a view under which uttering an inquisitive sentence does not necessarily involve issuing a
request for information. See Ciardelli et al. (2012) for discussion.
6 For simplicity we leave the presuppositions of complement clauses out of consideration here; Appendix C
discusses how the proposed account can be extended to deal with such presuppositions.
7 The alternatives assumed here for wh-interrogatives only allow us to derive non-exhaustive (mention-
some) readings. Our account can be refined to derive intermediate and strongly exhaustive readings as well
(see Theiler et al. 2018). This refinement doesn’t affect any of the results presented here.
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100 N. Theiler et al.

2.4 Responsive predicates: a brief illustration

Before dealing with the selectional restrictions of anti-rogative predicates, let us first
briefly specify a basic lexical entry for the responsive predicate be certain, showing
that its selectional flexibility is immediately captured.8 In the entry below, P is the
meaning of the clausal complement, its semantic type 〈〈s, t〉, t〉 is abbreviated as T ,
and doxw

x is the doxastic state of the subject x in world w.9

(7) �be certain�w = λPT .λx .doxw
x ∈ P

As illustrated by the following examples, this entry uniformly handles declarative and
interrogative complements, which are both of type T .

(8) Mary is certain that John left.

� True in w iff doxw
m ⊆ {w | John left in w}

(9) Mary is certain who left.

� True in w iff ∃p ∈
⎧
⎨

⎩

{w | Ann left in w},
{w | Bob left in w},
{w | nobody left in w}

⎫
⎬

⎭
s.t.doxw

m ⊆ p

The present approach thus yields amore economical treatment of responsive predicates
than approaches that assume a type distinction between declarative and interrogative
complements. It is not necessary here to assume a type-shifting operation (or multiple
lexical entries for each responsive predicate). Moreover, as discussed in Theiler et al.
2018, the approach avoids certain thorny problems, brought to light in George 2011,
Elliott et al. 2017, Roberts 2018, and Uegaki and Roelofsen 2018, for mainstream the-
ories which assume a type-shifting operation from sets of propositions to propositions.
It should be noted, however, that these problems are also avoided by the approach of
Uegaki (2015b), which assumes a type-shifting operation in the opposite direction.10

8 For a full account of be certain this basic entry needs to be refined. For instance, the given entry does not
capture the fact that when taking a wh-complement be certain only permits a strongly exhaustive reading
(Uegaki 2015b; Theiler et al. 2018), nor the fact that when taking a polar interrogative complement, the
predicate is degraded in plain episodic, positive sentences, while completely fine under negation (Mayr
2017; van Gessel et al. 2018). These empirical facts are left out of consideration here.
9 For simplicity, we give truth-conditional entries here. For a full-fledged compositional inquisitive seman-
tics, these can easily be transformed into support-conditional entries; see Appendix B.
10 A general argument that has been made against the uniform approach taken here is that it does not
impose any constraints on the space of possible responsive predicate meanings (George 2011; Spector and
Egré 2015). In defense of the approach, Theiler et al. (2018) point out that the same situation exists in other
empirical domains, and that the solutions proposed there may be applied in the domain of responsive pred-
icates as well. For instance, generalized quantifier theory leaves the space of possible determiner meanings
highly unconstrained. Only a small subset of these meanings can be expressed by lexical determiners in
natural languages. It has been argued that this may be rooted in the fact that certain types of determiner
meanings are significantly harder to learn and/or process than others (see, e.g., Steinert-Threlkeld and Szy-
manik 2019). Steinert-Threlkeld (2019) and Theiler et al. (2018) suggest that the same approach may be
taken in the domain of responsive predicates, and take some concrete steps in this direction.
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Picky predicates: why believe doesn’t like interrogative complements 101

3 Anti-rogative predicates

We will now turn our attention to anti-rogative predicates, which include attitude
predicates like think and believe,11 likelihood predicates such as seem and be likely,
speech-act predicates like claim and assert, truth-evaluating predicates like be true
and be false, and non-veridical preferential predicates like hope and fear. We won’t
account for the anti-rogativity of all these different predicate classes here, but instead
will focus on just two classes, namely neg-raising predicates such as believe, think,
seem, and be likely (Sect. 3.1) and the truth-evaluating predicates be true and be false
(Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Neg-raising predicates

3.1.1 Zuber’s observation: all neg-raising predicates are anti-rogative

It has been observed that—diverse as the class of anti-rogative predicates may be—
there is something that many of them have in common: namely, many of them are neg-
raising. This means, at first pass, that they license the following kind of inference:12

(10) Mary does not believe that Ann left.
∴ Mary believes that Ann did not leave.

Zuber (1982) claims that all neg-raising predicates are anti-rogative. Indeed, examin-
ing the class of neg-raisers, it doesn’t seem possible to find a counterexample to this
generalization. Some anti-rogative neg-raisers are given in (11).

(11) believe, think, feel, expect, want, seem, be likely

11 In this paper, we will set aside the observation that in certain constructions believe does in fact take
interrogative complements. Two examples are given in (i.a-b):

(i) a. You won’t believe who won!
b. He just wouldn’t believe me who I was.
c. *You won’t think who won!
d. *You won’t believe whether Mary won!
e. *You won’t believe who called in ages!

Note that, as illustrated in (i.c), other anti-rogative predicates do not seem to exceptionally license interrog-
ative complements in these configurations, and as illustrated in (i.d), while believe exceptionally licenses
wh-interrogatives in these cases, polar interrogative complements are still unacceptable. Interestingly, when
believe felicitously embeds an interrogative complement, it becomes factive. This means that believe in
these constructions shares many properties with emotive factive predicates like be surprised. Finally, it
was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer that believe in these configurations is not neg-raising. This
can be observed from the ungrammaticality of (i.e): if believe was neg-raising, it would license the strong
NPI in ages (Gajewski 2007). Since we will derive the anti-rogativity of believe from the fact that it is
neg-raising, this last observation might be taken to corroborate our account. Further investigation of this
peculiar construction must be left for another occasion, though.
12 See, e.g., Horn (1989) and Gajewski (2007) for a characterization of neg-raising predicates in terms of
strict NPI licensing, which is arguably more reliable but would take us a bit far afield here.
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102 N. Theiler et al.

We will show that once we add a treatment of neg-raising to our present account of
clausal embedding, then, indeed, anti-rogativity will follow. In our discussion we will
focus on the case of believe, and indicate how the account can be extended to other
neg-raising predicates.

Note, however, that Zuber’s generalization does not hold in the other direction;
there are several anti-rogative predicates that are not neg-raising:

(12) a. Truth-evaluating predicates: be true, be false13

b. Non-veridical preferential predicates: e.g., desire, fear
c. Speech act predicates: e.g., claim, assert

This means that an analysis which derives anti-rogativity from neg-raising will not
cover all anti-rogative predicates. As mentioned above, we will consider the truth-
evaluating predicates be true and be false in Sect. 3.2, and will briefly return to the
anti-rogativity of the remaining predicates in (12) in Sect. 6.

3.1.2 Deriving neg-raising from an excluded-middle presupposition

We start with a preliminary entry for believe, which is identical to the basic entry for
be certain given in Sect. 2.4 and which doesn’t yet capture the fact that believe is
neg-raising.

(13) �believe�w = λPT .λx .doxw
x ∈ P (preliminary entry)

We adopt a presuppositional account of neg-raising, which was originally proposed
by Bartsch (1973) and further developed by Gajewski (2007).14 On this account,
neg-raising behavior results from a so-called excluded-middle (EM) presupposition,
carried by all neg-raising predicates. For instance, sentence (14) presupposes thatMary
is opinionated as to whether Ann left: she either believes that Ann left or she believes
that Ann didn’t leave.

(14) Mary believes that Ann left.

Presupposition: M believes that A left or M believes that A didn’t leave.

13 Be true/false aren’t categorized as neg-raising here, although they do license neg-raising inferences. This
is because, as illustrated in (i), negated be true/false don’t license strict NPIs, unlike predicates like think
and believe; see also footnote 12 above.

(i) a. *It isn’t true that Mary will leave until June.
b. John doesn’t think that Mary will leave until June.

As we will discuss in a moment, we will assume that neg-raising predicates involve a so-called excluded-
middle presupposition (Bartsch 1973; Gajewski 2007). Assuming that be true/false involve such a
presupposition would (i) make wrong predictions about the licensing of strict NPIs, and (ii) amount to
assuming a tautological presupposition for these predicates (since it is true for any proposition p that p is
true or that ¬p is true).
14 Besides the presuppositional account of neg-raising, there are also accounts based on implicatures (e.g.,
Romoli 2013) or homogeneity (Gajewski 2005; Križ 2015); see Križ (2015, Ch.6) for a recent overview
and comparison. We leave open at this point whether the generalization that neg-raising predicates are
anti-rogative can also be derived on these other accounts.
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Picky predicates: why believe doesn’t like interrogative complements 103

In (14), the presupposition easily goes unnoticed, though, since it is weaker than
the asserted content. On the other hand, if we negate (14), presupposed and asserted
content become logically independent. Taken together, they imply that Mary believes
that Ann didn’t leave—which accounts for the neg-raising effect.

(15) Mary doesn’t believe that Ann left.
Presupposition: M believes that A left or M believes that A didn’t leave.
∴ Mary believes that Ann didn’t leave.

It should be noted, as Bartsch does herself, that neg-raising is defeasible: if the opin-
ionatedness assumption is suspended, as in (16), believe receives a non-neg-raising
reading. This behavior sets neg-raising predicates apart from certain other presuppo-
sition triggers, such as it-clefts, whose presuppositions are hard to cancel or to locally
accommodate under sentential negation.

(16) Bill doesn’t know who killed Caesar. He isn’t even sure whether or not Brutus
and Caesar lived at the same time. So, naturally…
Bill doesn’t believe that Brutus killed Caesar.
�� Bill believes that Brutus didn’t kill Caesar.

One might think that the easy defeasibility of neg-raising makes it more attractive
to treat the EM inference as a conversational implicature. This option, however, was
convincingly rejected by Horn (1978), who argued that there is no obvious semantic
property determining whether a predicate is neg-raising or not. For instance, while
want is neg-raising, the closely related desire is not.

We therefore maintain a presuppositional account like that of Bartsch, and addi-
tionally assume, following Gajewski (2007), that the excluded-middle presupposition
is locally accommodated in cases like (16) in order to obtain an interpretation that is
consistent with the contextually given information.15

3.1.3 A generalized EM presupposition

If we want to add the EM presupposition to our uniform lexical entry for believe,
repeated in (17), there is one more thing to take into account.

(17) �believe�w = λPT .λx .doxw
x ∈ P (preliminary entry)

The semantic object P that believe takes as its argument on our account is not a single
proposition but a downward-closed set of propositions. If we compute its negation
simply by taking its set-theoretical complement, this does not yield the desired result.16

15 Gajewski (2007) emphasizes that the excluded-middle presupposition of neg-raising predicates, because
of its defeasibility, should be regarded as a soft presupposition in the sense ofAbusch (2002, 2010).However,
his actual account of their defeasibility is in terms of local accommodation and does not seem to explicitly
rely on the assumption that they are soft presuppositions in Abusch’s sense. It does assume, of course,
that their local accommodation under negation is relatively unproblematic, in contrast with presuppositions
contributed by other triggers, such as it-clefts.
16 To see this, consider again a model with W = {wab, wa , wb, w∅}. In this model, the meaning of the
declarative complement that Ann left is �that Ann left� = { {wab, wa}, {wab}, {wa},∅ }, as depicted in
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wab wa

wb w∅

(a) that Ann left

wab wa

wb w∅

(b) that Ann didn’t leave

wab wa

wb w∅

(c) whether Ann left

Fig. 2 Example illustrating inquisitive negation

We will therefore use the negation operation from inquisitive semantics, written as¬¬.
When applied to a sentence meaning P , inquisitive negation returns the set of those
propositions that are inconsistent with every member of P:17

(18) ¬¬ P := {p | ∀q ∈ P : q ∩ p = ∅}
This operation may be thought of as a generalized negation that can be applied to both
declarative and interrogative clauses. For declarative clauses, the result corresponds
to what we would expect from a classical negation operation. For instance, take the
sentence meaning P = �that Ann left� = { {wab, wa}, {wab}, {wa},∅ }, depicted in
Fig. 2a. Applying inquisitive negation to this sentence meaning yields:

¬¬ P = {p | ∀q ∈ P : q ∩ p = ∅}
= {p | {wab, wa} ∩ p = ∅ and {wab} ∩ p = ∅ and {wa} ∩ p = ∅

and ∅ ∩ p = ∅ }
= {p | {wab, wa} ∩ p = ∅ }
= { {wb, w∅}, {wb}, {w∅},∅ }

Observe that, as expected, this result corresponds to the meaning of that Ann didn’t
leave, depicted in Fig. 2b.

For interrogative clauses, applying inquisitive negation always yields the inconsis-
tent sentence meaning, { ∅ }. To see why, recall from Sect. 2 that interrogative clauses
are never informative: the alternatives in the meaning of an interrogative complement,
taken together, always cover the entire logical space.18 As a consequence, there can be

Footnote 16 continued
Fig. 2a. We expect of a suitable negation operation that, when applied to this sentence meaning, it yields
the meaning of that Ann didn’t leave, i.e., �that Ann didn’t leave� = { {wb, w∅}, {wb}, {w∅}, ∅ }, depicted
in Fig. 2b. However, if we implement negation as set-theoretic complementation, we don’t get this result.
Rather, �that Ann didn’t leave� would contain every proposition that is not an element of �that Ann left�,
including, e.g., the trivial proposition W and the proposition that Bob didn’t leave, {wa , w∅}.
17 There is both conceptual and empirical support for this way of treating negation in inquisitive semantics.
Conceptually, it can be characterized in terms of exactly the same algebraic properties as the standard truth-
conditional negation operator (Roelofsen 2013a). Empirical support comes, for instance, from sluicing
constructions (AnderBois 2014). Note also that an analogous treatment of negation has been proposed in
alternative semantics (Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002).
18 Recall that we leave presuppositional complement clauses out of consideration here; see Appendix C
for an extension of the core account developed here that deals with such complements.
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no non-empty proposition that is inconsistentwith every proposition in an interrogative
sentence meaning. For a concrete example, consider the interrogative sentence mean-
ing Q = �whether Ann left� = { {wab, wa}, {wab}, {wa}, {wb, w∅}, {wb}, {w∅},∅ },
depicted in Fig. 2c. Applying inquisitive negation to Q yields:

¬¬ Q = {p | ∀q ∈ Q : q ∩ p = ∅}
= {p | {wab, wa} ∩ p = ∅ and {wab} ∩ p = ∅ and {wa} ∩ p = ∅ and

{wb, w∅} ∩ p = ∅ and {wb} ∩ p = ∅ and {w∅} ∩ p = ∅ and ∅ ∩ p = ∅}
= {p | {wab, wa} ∩ p = ∅ and {wb, w∅} ∩ p = ∅}
= { ∅ }

Using inquisitive negation, we can now formulate a lexical entry for believe including
the EM presupposition. We will refer to the EM presupposition in this setting as
the generalized EM presupposition, as it applies to both declarative and interrogative
complements.

(19) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ P ∨ doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P .doxw
x ∈ P

What will be crucial for our account of the selectional restrictions of neg-raising
predicates is that the effect of the generalized EM presupposition depends on whether
the complement is declarative or interrogative.

Declarative complements. As discussed in Sect. 2, we assume that declarative com-
plements are never inquisitive. This means that if P is the meaning of a declarative
complement, it contains only one alternative p. Then, the first disjunct in the presup-
position amounts to doxw

x ⊆ p (x believes that p), while the second disjunct amounts
to doxw

x ∩ p = ∅ (x believes that ¬p). Hence, for declarative complements, our
generalized rendering of the EM presupposition boils down to the ordinary version of
this presupposition.

Interrogative complements. On the other hand, as discussed above, interrogative
complements are never informative, as a result of which the inquisitive negation of
an interrogative complement meaning P is always ¬¬ P = {∅}. Hence, the second
disjunct of the presupposition can only be satisfied if doxw

x = ∅. Under the standard
assumption that doxastic states are consistent, this is impossible. In other words, the
second disjunct is redundant.

However, what if we are not willing to make the assumption that doxastic states,
or more generally, modal bases are consistent? After all, our eventual aim will be
to account for the anti-rogativity of all neg-raising predicates, not only for that of
believe, and different neg-raising predicates have different modal bases. Taking it for
granted that all of these modal bases are necessarily consistent would be too strong
an assumption. Fortunately, even without this assumption, the second disjunct in the
presupposition turns out to be redundant. To see this, assume that the second disjunct
is true, i.e., that doxw

x = ∅. Then, the first disjunct amounts to the condition that
∅ ∈ P . Since P is an interrogative complement meaning, the propositions that it
contains together cover the entire logical space. Therefore, since sentence meanings
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are downward closed, the condition that ∅ ∈ P is always satisfied.19 More generally,
whenever the second disjunct is true, the first is true as well. Thus, the second disjunct
in the presupposition is redundant, and this is the case with or without the assumption
that doxastic states are consistent. As a consequence, if believe takes an interrogative
complement, its lexical entry reduces to (20).

(20) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ P . doxw

x ∈ P

The presupposed and the asserted content in (20) are exactly the same. This means that
when believe combines with an interrogative complement, its assertive component is
trivial relative to its presupposition. Prima facie, we would expect triviality like this
to make itself felt as logical deviance. But this is not what we find in this case:
when believe combines with an interrogative complement, we perceive the result
as ungrammatical. Can we explain ungrammaticality in terms of logical deviance?
Gajewski (2002) argues that this is indeed possible for certain cases of systematic
triviality. In the following sections we will show that the triviality observed above
is indeed a case of such systematic triviality, and we will spell out in detail how
Gajewski’s theory can be applied to explain the anti-rogative nature of neg-raising
predicates.

3.1.4 L-analyticity

What we mean here by systematic triviality is that the meaning of a sentence in
which a neg-raising predicate embeds an interrogative complement comes out as trivial
independently of the exact lexical material that appears in the sentence. In particular,
it doesn’t matter which exact predicate is used—the triviality only depends on the fact
that the predicate is neg-raising—and it doesn’t matter which lexical material appears
in the complement—the triviality only depends on the fact that the complement is
interrogative.

In contrast, there are also cases of non-systematic triviality such as the tautology
in (21), which does rely on the presence of specific lexical material.

(21) Every tree is a tree.

Gajewski (2002) suggests that cases of systematic triviality can be delineated from
cases of non-systematic triviality in terms of the notion of logical analyticity (for short,
L-analyticity). If a sentence is L-analytical, we do not perceive its triviality as logical
deviance, as we do in cases of non-systematic triviality such as (21). Rather, accord-
ing to Gajewski, L-analyticity manifests itself at the level of grammar: L-analytical
sentences are perceived as being ungrammatical. An example of a phenomenon that
Gajewski accounts for using this line of argument is the definiteness restriction in exis-
tential statements, exemplified in (22). Below we will see how he recasts a prominent
analysis of this restriction, originally due to Barwise and Cooper (1981), in terms of
L-analyticity.

19 Note that at this point one particular feature of inquisitive semantics, namely the downward-closedness
of sentence meanings, is crucial for the proposed account.
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(22) *There is every tall tree.

Logical words.The notion of L-analyticity builds upon the distinction between logical
and non-logical vocabulary. Intuitively, this distinction is easy to grasp; it runs along
the lines of words that have lexical content versus words that don’t. Among the logical
words are quantifiers like a or every, connectives like and or if, and copulas like is.
Among the non-logical words, on the other hand, are predicates like tree, run, and
green. There is no general agreement in the literature on a single definition of the class
of logical words. Abrusán (2014) provides an overview of definitions that have been
proposed, most of them based on invariance conditions. For the purposes of this paper,
we will assume that a suitable definition of logical words can in principle be given.
As far as we can see, the items that we will classify as logical are uncontroversially
so, meaning that they should come out as logical under any suitable definition of
logicality.

Logical skeleton. To determine whether a given sentence is L-analytical, we first
compute its logical skeleton (LS) using the algorithm from Gajewski (2002). Let α be
the logical form (LF) of the sentence. Then we obtain the LS from α by (i) identifying
the maximal constituents of α that don’t contain any logical items, and (ii) replacing
each such constituentβ with a fresh constant of the same type as that ofβ. For example,
the LFs and LSs of Every tree is a tree and There is every tall tree are given in (23)
and (24). In (23), the maximal constituents of the LF not containing any logical items
are the two instances of tree. In (24), the only maximal non-logical constituent of the
LF is the phrase tall tree.

(23) Every tree is a tree.

Logical form: Logical skeleton:

every tree is
a tree

�
every P is a Q

(24) *There is every tall tree.

there
is

every
tall tree

� there
is

every P

L-analyticity and ungrammaticality. We adopt the following assumptions about
L-analyticity and ungrammaticality from Gajewski (2009).

Assumption 1 (L-analyticity) A sentence S is L-analytical just in case S’s LS receives
the denotation 1 (or 0) for all interpretations in which its denotation is defined.

Assumption 2 (Ungrammaticality) A sentence is ungrammatical if it contains an
L-analytical constituent.

For example, consider the interpretation of the LS in (23):
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(25) �every P is a Q�〈D,I 〉 = �every�〈D,I 〉(I (P))(I (Q))

It is possible to find two interpretations I1 and I2 such that �every P is a Q�〈D,I1〉 �=
�every P is a Q�〈D,I2〉. Hence, (23) does not come out as L-analytical. This is expected,
as this sentence is a non-systematic tautology.

On the other hand, consider the interpretation of the LS in (24), given in (26)
below. Following Barwise and Cooper (1981), it is assumed that there simply denotes
the domain of individuals De.

(26) �there is every P�〈D,I 〉 = �every�(I (P))(�there�〈D,I 〉)
= �every�〈D,I 〉(I (P))(De)

It isn’t possible to find an interpretation I such that �there is every P�〈D,I 〉 = 0,
because I (P) ⊆ De for all I . This means that, as expected, (24) comes out as
L-analytical, which accounts for its ungrammaticality.

3.1.5 Capturing the anti-rogativity of neg-raising predicates in terms of L-analyticity

Let us now return to the selectional restrictions of neg-raising predicates and see how
the account sketched in Sect. 3.1.3 can be made fully explicit by phrasing it in terms
of L-analyticity. In order to do so, two assumptions about the structure of interrogative
clauses and neg-raising predicates are needed.

Interrogative clauses are headed by a question operator. Firstly, we asssume that
interrogative clauses are headed by a question operator, written as ‘?’. Semantically,
this operator takes the semantic value of its prejacent P as its input, and yields P∪¬¬ P
as its output:

(27) �?�w = λPT .P ∪ ¬¬ P

In terms of alternatives, ? adds to the alternatives already contained in P one additional
alternative, which is the set-theoretic complement of the union of all the alternatives
in P . This is a standard operation in inquisitive semantics (see, e.g., Ciardelli et al.
2015). Note that it always results in a set of alternatives which together cover the entire
logical space, i.e., a sentence meaning that is non-informative.20

Lexical decomposition of neg-raising predicates. Secondly, we assume that a neg-
raising predicate V is decomposed at LF into two components, REM and MV , the
former of which but not the latter is a logical item in the relevant sense. While REM

is common to all neg-raising predicates, MV is specific to the predicate V .21 An LF
in which believe is decomposed into these two components is given in (28).

20 The exact treatment of the question operator does not really matter for our purposes. The only thing that
is crucial is that it always results in non-informativity. In particular, our account is also compatible with a
treatment of the question operator under which it (i) only adds an additional alternative if its input P is not
yet inquisitive, and (ii) adds a presupposition to the effect that at least one of the alternatives in its output
is true (Roelofsen 2013b).
21 Bošković andGajewski (2011) propose a very similar decomposition of neg-raising predicates,motivated
on independent grounds.
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(28)

John

REM Mbelieve ?
Mary left

The non-logical component, MV , is a function that maps an individual x to a modal
base. Which modal base this is gets determined by the predicate V . In the case of, e.g.,
believe, it is x’s doxastic state, while in the case of want it is x’s bouletic state:

(29) a. �Mbelieve(x)�w = doxw
x

b. �Mwant(x)�w = boulw
x

The logical component, REM , does two things: it triggers the EM presupposition and
acts as compositional glue by connecting MV to the subject and the complement:

(30) �REM� = λM〈e,st〉.λP〈st,t〉.λx : M(x) ∈ P ∨ M(x) ∈ ¬¬ P.M(x) ∈ P

REM takes the functionMV , the complement meaning P , and the subject x as argu-
ments; it contributes the EM presupposition (the modal base MV (x) has to be a
resolution either of P or of the negation of P); and it asserts that MV (x) is a res-
olution of P . Intuitively, REM is a logical item because it does not contribute any
“contingent content” of its own: its denotation, in contrast to that of MV , does not
vary between models.

L-analyticity. We now have all the ingredients needed to show that the trivial sen-
tence meanings we identified in Sect. 3.1.3 are L-analytical. There, we had found that
whenever a neg-raising attitude predicate like believe combines with an interrogative
complement, as in (31), its asserted content is trivial relative to its presupposition.

(31) *John believes whether Mary left.

Let’s start by constructing the LS for (31): the subject, the complement clause, and
the functionMbelieve each get substituted by a fresh constant, while both REM and the
interrogative marker remain untouched.

(32)

John

REM Mbelieve ?

whether Mary left

�
d

REM MV
? P

The denotation of this LS is given in (33a), its presupposition in (33b).

(33) a. Asserted content: �MV (d)� ∈ �?P�
b. Presupposition: �MV (d)� ∈ �?P� or �MV (d)� ∈ �¬¬ ?P�

First, we note that the first disjunct in the presupposition is identical with the asserted
content. Next, let’s look at the second disjunct in the presupposition. We find that,
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no matter what P is, the set of propositions in �?P�〈D,I 〉 covers the entire logical
space. Hence, we also know that �¬¬ ?P�〈D,I 〉 = {∅} for all I . The second disjunct
in the presupposition is thus only satisfied if �MV (d)�〈D,I 〉 = ∅. But observe that,
whenever this holds, then the first disjunct is also satisfied. This is because every
sentence meaning contains the inconsistent proposition, which means that �?P�〈D,I 〉
contains ∅, regardless of what P is. Thus, whenever the second disjunct holds, the first
one holds as well, or, in other words, whenever the presupposition is satisfied, the first
disjunct is true.

Now, since the first disjunct, as noted initially, is identical with the asserted content,
this in turn means that, for all interpretations in which the denotation of the LS is
defined, this denotation will be 1. Sentence (31) hence comes out as L-analytical,
which is what we set out to show.

Anti-rogativity and the defeasibility of neg-raising. Finally, let us return to a case
in which the neg-raising inference is suspended, repeated in (34) below.

(34) Bill doesn’t know who killed Caesar. He isn’t even sure whether or not Brutus
and Caesar lived at the same time. So, naturally…

Bill doesn’t believe that Brutus killed Caesar.
�� Bill believes that Brutus didn’t kill Caesar.

Onemight expect that in such contexts, since the neg-raising inference of the predicate
does not really surface, the incompatibilitywith interrogative complementswill also be
lifted. This is not the case, however. As witnessed by (35), interrogative complements
are still unacceptable in such configurations.

(35) Bill doesn’t know who killed Caesar. He isn’t even sure whether or not Brutus
and Caesar lived at the same time. So, naturally…

*Bill doesn’t believe whether Brutus killed Caesar.

This is correctly predicted. Recall that according to Gajewski’s (2009) theory of L-
analyticity, for a sentence to be perceived as ungrammatical it is sufficient that a
constituent of its logical form is L-analytical. This is indeed the case in (35): even
though the full sentence is not L-analytical (assuming that the EM presupposition
is locally accommodated), the clause that gets negated (Bill believes whether Bru-
tus killed Caesar) is L-analytical. This is sufficient to account for the perceived
ungrammaticality.

3.2 Truth-evaluating predicates: be true and be false

We have seen above how the selectional restrictions of a substantial class of anti-
rogative predicates, namely those that are neg-raising, can be derived. We now turn
to another, much smaller class of anti-rogatives consisting of the truth-evaluating
predicates be true and be false.

Recall that the basic entry for believe requires that doxw
x ∈ P , where x is the

subject of the predicate, w the world of evaluation, and P the semantic value of the
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complement. The requirement says that doxw
x , the information state of x in w, should

be a resolution of P . Many other attitude predicates can be treated similarly, replacing
doxw

x by another appropriate modal base associated with the individual x .
At first sight, be true and be false do not fit this mold, since they do not involve an

individual subject, let alone make reference to any modal base associated with such an
individual. Yet it is possible to view be true and be false in a way that is quite similar to
the above view on believe and other attitude predicates. Namely, even though it does
not make sense to explicate the semantics of be true and be false in terms of a modal
base associated with a particular individual, it is natural to think of these predicates in
terms of a modal base that depends only on the world of evaluation w. Let us denote
this modal base as truew. Given a world w, what should truew be? In view of the
truth-evaluating function of be true and be false, it is natural to require that truew

should determine exactly what is true and what is false in w. But this simply means
that truew should be the singleton set {w}. Viewed as a doxastic state, this is a state
of complete information, according to which the only candidate for the actual world
is w.

Using truew as the relevant modal base, we can now give lexical entries for be true
and be falsewhich are structurally parallel to our basic entry for believe. As expected,
the only difference is that be true and be false do not take an individual subject as one
of their arguments, and accordingly the modal base that they rely on does not depend
on such an individual.

(36) a. �be true�w = λPT .truew ∈ P
b. �be false�w = λPT .truew

/∈ P

When combinedwith a declarative complement, these entries give the expected results.
For instance, �It is true that Ann left�w =1 just in case {w}∈�Ann left�, which means
that w must be a world in which Ann left. Similarly, �It is false that Ann left�w = 1
just in case {w} /∈ �Ann left�, which means that w must be a world in which Ann
didn’t leave.

Now, what happens when be true and be false take an interrogative complement?
We have seen in Sect. 2 that if P is the semantic value of an interrogative complement,
its elements cover the entire logical space, i.e.,

⋃
P = W . Since sentence meanings

are downward closed, this means that {w} ∈ P for any w ∈ W . This makes sense: a
question is always resolved by a doxastic state that contains full information as to what
theworld is like. But thismeans that, if P is the semantic value of an interrogative com-
plement, �be true�w(P) = 1 and �be false�w(P) = 0 for any w ∈ W . Hence, when
taking interrogative complements, be true and be false systematically yield a tautology
and a contradiction, respectively. Assuming that be true and be false constitute logical
vocabulary, these are again cases of L-analyticity. This provides an explanation for
why truth-evaluating predicates don’t accept interrogative complements.
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4 Rogative predicates

We now turn to rogative predicates. This class includes predicates such as wonder and
be curious, which Karttunen (1977) calls ‘inquisitive predicates’, as well as predicates
of dependency such as depend on and be determined by, and speech act predicates
such as ask and inquire. We focus here on the first two subclasses and will briefly
remark on the third in the conclusion.

4.1 Inquisitive predicates

Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015) and Uegaki (2015b) offer an account of the selectional
restrictions of wonder. The former is couched within the same general approach to
clause embedding that we are assuming here, i.e., one in which declarative and inter-
rogative complements are assumed to be of the same semantic type. We briefly review
this account here, adapting it to our current terminology. The account can, with small
modifications, be extended to other inquisitive predicates such as be curious and inves-
tigate.22 For discussion of the subtle differences between the accounts of Ciardelli and
Roelofsen (2015) and Uegaki (2015b), respectively, we refer to Appendix A.2.

To model what it means for an individual to wonder, we first need a representation
of the issues that she entertains. Ciardelli and Roelofsen call this her inquisitive state.
Formally, an individual’s inquisitive state in w, inqw

x , is a downward-closed set of
consistent propositions which together cover her doxastic state, i.e.,

⋃
inqw

x = doxw
x .

The propositions in inqw
x are those that are informative enough to resolve the issues

that x entertains. They correspond to extensions of her current doxastic state in which
all her questions are settled one way or another.

Informally, x wonders about a question, e.g., aboutwho called, just in case (i) x isn’t
certain yet who called, and (ii) she wants to find out who did. This is the case exactly
if (i) x’s current doxastic state does not resolve the question, and (ii) every doxastic
state in x’s inquisitive state is one that does resolve the question:

(37) �wonder�w = λPT .λx . doxw
x /∈ P

︸ ︷︷ ︸

x isn’t certain yet…

∧ inqw
x ⊆ P

︸ ︷︷ ︸

but wants to find out

This entry yields desirable results when the predicate takes an interrogative comple-
ment. Now let us consider what happens when it takes a declarative complement:

(38) *John wonders that Mary called.

Recall that if P is the meaning of a declarative complement it always contains a single
alternative α. Since complement meanings are downward-closed, this means that P
amounts to the powerset of α,℘(α). Now suppose that the first conjunct in (37) holds:
doxw

x /∈ P . Then it must be that doxw
x � α. But then, since

⋃
inqw

x = doxw
x , it must

also be that
⋃

inqw
x � α. It follows that there is at least one s ∈ inqw

x such that s � α.
But if s � α, then since α is the unique alternative in P , we have that s /∈ P . So the

22 Crucially, be curious is likewonder and unlike the closely related (but responsive) predicate be of interest
in that it implies ignorance.
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(a) Full dependency (b) Trivial dependency (c) Partial dependency

Fig. 3 Full, trivial, and partial dependency between (left) switch and light

second conjunct in the lexical entry must be false. Hence, whenever wonder takes a
declarative complement, this results in a contradictory sentence meaning.

4.2 Verbs of dependency

We now turn to rogative predicates of dependency, such as depend on and be deter-
mined by (on one of its interpretations). We will concentrate on depend on, but it
seems that the account we will present could be straightforwardly extended to other
predicates of dependency.

Our treatment of depend on builds on that of Ciardelli (2016, p.243), who argues
that dependency statements are modal statements. One can only sensibly say that one
thing depends on another relative to some specific range of relevant possible worlds,
i.e., amodal base. This modal base can either be explicitly given, as in (39), or inferred
from the context, as in (40), where, roughly, it is construed as ‘given the laws of nature
and the electrical circuit under discussion’.

(39) According to Dutch law, one’s income tax rate depends on one’s age.

(40) Whether the light is on depends on whether the switch is up.

To form an intuition about what it means for one thing to depend on another, let us
focus on example (40) and consider the electrical circuit in Fig. 3a. Letw1 be the actual
world, in which the switch is up and the light on, and let w2 be a world in which the
switch is down and the light off. The modal base σw1 consists of all worlds in which
the laws of nature are the same as in w1 and in which the circuit is exactly as given
in Fig. 3a. That is, σw1 = {w1, w2}. Let Plight be the meaning of the first argument of
the predicate in (40), whether the light is on, and Pswitch the meaning of the second
argument, whether the switch is up. What does it mean for Plight to depend on Pswitch
relative to σw1?

On a first approximation, it means that whenever we rule out enough possible
worlds in ourmodal base to establish some alternative in Pswitch, we also automatically
establish some alternative in Plight. That is, whenever we determine whether the switch
is up or down, it is also determined whether the light is on or off. More generally, we
could say that P depends on P ′ relative to a modal base σ if and only if there is a
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function f that maps each alternative α ∈ alt(P ′) to an alternative f (α) ∈ alt(P)

such that for all p ⊆ σ , if p ⊆ α for some α ∈ alt(P ′) then p ⊆ f (α) as well. This
is the logical notion of dependency that Ciardelli (2016) proposes and investigates.

We will further refine this basic notion, however, in order to rule out trivial depen-
dencies, i.e., cases in which the function f maps every alternative in alt(P ′) that is
compatible with σ to the same alternative in alt(P). To see that such cases need to
be ruled out, suppose that the light is always on, no matter whether the switch is up
or down, as in the circuit in Fig. 3b. Let w3 be the actual world in this scenario—i.e,
the world in which the switch is up and the light on—and let w4 be a world in which
the switch is down but the light still on. Then we have that σw3 = {w3, w4}. In this
scenario, it is certainly still possible to find a function f mapping every alternative
α in alt(Pswitch) to some alternative f (α) in alt(Plight) such that for all p ⊆ σw3 , if
p ⊆ α for some α ∈ alt(P ′) then p ⊆ f (α) as well. Just let f map both alternatives
in alt(Pswitch) to the same alternative in alt(Plight), namely the alternative ‘that the
light is on’. But we would not say that sentence (40) is true in this scenario. Whether
the light is on does not depend on whether the switch is up. It’s just always on. So,
we should require that the function f does not map all the alternatives in alt(Pswitch)
that are compatible with σw3 to the same alternative in alt(Plight). This leads us to the
following entry for depend on:23

(41) �depend on�w = λP ′
T .λPT .∃ f ∈ alt(P)alt(P

′) such that:

(i) ∀p ⊆ σw.∀α ∈ alt(P ′).(p ⊆ α → p ⊆ f (α)) and

(ii) ∃α, α′ ∈ alt(P ′).α ∩ σw �= ∅ ∧ α′ ∩ σw �= ∅ ∧ f (α) �= f (α′))

Now let us examine whether this lexical entry accounts for the selectional restrictions
of the predicate.What happens if either the first or the second argument of the predicate
is a declarative clause? First consider the following case:

(42) *That the light is on depends on whether the switch is up.

In this case, P contains a single alternative. This means that it will be impossible to
find a function f ∈ alt(P)alt(P

′) that satisfies condition (ii) in the entry above, i.e., one
that does not map every element of alt(P ′) onto the same element of alt(P). Thus,
(42) comes out as a contradiction, and this will always be the case if the first argument
of the predicate is a declarative clause.

Now consider a case in which the second argument is a declarative clause:24

23 This entry may be further refined in order to allow for partial dependencies. For instance, in the circuit in
Fig. 3c, whether the light is on only partially depends on the position of the switch on the left. The position
of the switch on the right now also matters. On a first approximation, we could say that P partially depends
on P ′ if we can find a third sentence meaning P ′′ such that P fully depends on P ′ ∩ P ′′ but not on P ′′
alone (cf., Karttunen 1977, fn.6). We do not explicitly work out this refinement here, because it would not
yield different predictions about the selectional restrictions of depend on.
24 As noted by an anonymous reviewer, the reader might wonder whether the ungrammaticality of (43)
isn’t rooted in syntax rather than semantics. After all, declarative complements generally do not combine
with prepositions in English (unlike interrogative complements). However, as the same reviewer notes, a
semantic explanation does seem to be needed, for at least two reasons. First, movement (e.g., topicalization)
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(43) *Whether the light is on depends on that the switch is up.

In this case, P ′ contains a single alternative. This againmeans that it will be impossible
to find a function f ∈ alt(P)alt(P

′) that satisfies condition (ii) in the entry of the
predicate. So (43) also comes out as a contradiction, and the same result obtains if
the predicate takes other declarative clauses as its second argument. This systematic
contradictoriness explains why depend on cannot take declarative complements.25

5 Empirical andmethodological challenges

In this final section we will identify an empirical challenge for the account laid out
above. We will show that, at least in the case of neg-raising predicates, this challenge
can be addressed. However, doing so will bring out a general methodological issue
for semantic accounts of ungrammaticality.

5.1 Empirical challenge: mixed complements

The account presented above makes incorrect predictions for the case of mixed com-
plements, i.e., complex complements formed by conjoining a declarative and an
interrogative clause. As illustrated in (44), anti-rogative and rogative predicates do
not accept mixed complements. Our account, however, predicts the examples in (44)
to be grammatical.

Footnote 24 continued
generally resolves the incompatibility between declarative complements and prepositions, as in (i), but this
is not the case for depend on, as seen in (ii):

(i) a. *They complained about that Mary left.
b. That Mary left is what they complained about.

(ii) a. *Your salary depends on that you have a PhD.
b. *That you have a PhD is what your salary depends on.

Second, looking beyond English, there are languages in which declarative complements can in principle
combine with prepositions, but are still ungrammatical under depend on. A case in point is Spanish, as
illustrated in (iii) and (iv).

(iii) Estoy
I-am

convencido
convinced

de
of

que
that

podemos
we-can

trabajar
work

juntos.
together

‘I am convinced that we can work together.’

(iv) *Si
Whether

podemos
we-can

trabajar
work

juntos
together

depende
depends

de
on

que
that

tenemos
we-have

la
the

misma
same

ética.
ethics

‘Whether we can work together depends on that we have the same ethics.’

25 Notice that there is an interesting similarity between our entry for depend on and that for wonder: the
first condition in the entry for depend on is similar to the ‘entertain’ condition in the entry for wonder,
and the second condition in the entry for depend on is similar to the ‘ignorance’ condition in the entry for
wonder.
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(44) a. *John believes/thinks that Mary left and when she did.
b. *It is true that Mary left and when she did.
c. *John wonders that Mary left and when she did.

To see why we make these predictions, recall that a declarative clause is usually
informative, i.e., info(ϕ) ⊂ W , and that an interrogative clause is usually inquisitive,
i.e., info(ϕ) /∈ �ϕ�. To compute the meaning of two conjoined clauses, we simply
take their intersection, i.e., �ϕ ∧ ψ� = �ϕ� ∩ �ψ�. This means that, if one of the
conjoined clauses is informative, then so is the conjunction as a whole, and if one of
the conjuncts is inquisitive, then the conjunction as a whole is typically inquisitive as
well. For example, the mixed complement in (44), that Mary left and when she did, is
both informative and inquisitive.

Now, let’s focus on the case of neg-raising predicates. On our account, it is the non-
informativity of interrogative complements that leads to systematic triviality whenever
these complements appear under neg-raising predicates. Declarative complements
don’t give rise to such systematic triviality because they are typically informative.More
concretely, recall that if believe (its lexical entry is repeated below in (45)) takes an
interrogative complement P , then the second disjunct of the EMpresuppositionmakes
a vacuous contribution to the disjunction as a whole, since ¬¬ P = {∅}. By contrast,
if believe takes a declarative complement with meaning P , the second disjunct makes
a non-vacuous contribution, since ¬¬ P �= {∅}. A mixed complement, because it is
informative, behaves just like a declarative complement in this respect, hence averting
triviality. This means that believe is wrongly predicted to accept mixed complements.

(45) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ P ∨ doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P .doxw
x ∈ P

Below we suggest an alternative way of formulating the EM presupposition, which
makes correct predictions for mixed complements.

5.2 Projection operators

To formulate a suitable version of the EM presupposition, we first introduce a number
of operators on sentence meanings, familiar from inquisitive semantics as projection
operators. The !-operator eliminates inquisitiveness: !P is always non-inquisitive.
The ?-operator, already familiar from our treatment of interrogative complements in
Sect. 3, eliminates informativity: ?P is always non-informative. Finally, we introduce
the 〈?〉-operator from Roelofsen (2015), which can be thought of as a conditional
variant of the ?-operator: if P is inquisitive, then 〈?〉 has no effect, but if P is not
inquisitive, then 〈?〉P = ?P .

(46) !P = ⋃
P

?P = P ∪ ¬¬ P

〈?〉P =
{
?P if P is not inquisitive
P otherwise

}
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The 〈?〉-operator ensures inquisitiveness while preserving other semantic properties
of its prejacent, in particular its informative content and its decision set,26 as much as
possible. In Roelofsen (2015) and Ciardelli et al. (2018) this operator is taken to play
an important role in the interpretation of interrogative clause type marking.

5.3 Reformulating the EM presupposition

We will now first formulate the EM presupposition in terms of the ?-operator. This
will be just a notational variant of our old formulation. In a second step, we will then
formulate the EM presupposition in terms of the 〈?〉-operator. This re-formulation will
yield the same results for declarative and interrogative complements, but will make a
difference for mixed complements.

Note that, for any proposition p and sentence meaning P , the condition that p ∈
P ∨ p ∈ ¬¬ P is equivalent to p ∈ ?P . Using this equivalence, we can reformulate
our lexical entry for believe as follows:

(47) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ ?P .doxw

x ∈ P

Now, let’s see what happens if we define the EM presupposition in terms of the 〈?〉-
operator instead of the ?-operator:

(48) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ 〈?〉P .doxw

x ∈ P

If believe takes a declarative complement, then P is not inquisitive. This means that
the 〈?〉-operator contributes the same meaning as the ?-operator, and the lexical entry
for believe amounts to (49). As we have just seen, this formulation is equivalent to our
original lexical entry for believe. So, in the case of declarative complements, nothing
has changed.

(49) �believe�w =λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈?P .doxw

x ∈ P [with non-inquisitive complement]

If believe takes an interrogative complement, then P is inquisitive. This means that
the 〈?〉-operator doesn’t have any effect and the lexical entry for believe reduces to
(50). In other words, the presupposition and the asserted content are identical. So, in
the case of interrogative complements we derive the same triviality as before.

(50) �believe�w = λPT .λx : doxw
x ∈ P .doxw

x ∈ P [with inquisitive complement]

Finally, if believe takes a mixed complement, then P is also inquisitive, and with the
same reasoning as for interrogative complements, this configuration results in triviality.
With the modified version of the EM presupposition, we hence correctly predict that
believe doesn’t accept mixed complements.

26 The decision set of a sentence ϕ with meaning P is the set of propositions that either resolve the issue
expressed by ϕ or establish that this issue cannot be truthfully resolved, i.e., the set of propositions P∪¬¬ P .
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Note that while this modification of our account solves the mixed complement
problem for neg-raising predicates, the problem persists for other anti-rogative and
rogative predicates.27

5.4 Amethodological note

As we have just seen, one way of formulating the EM presupposition made the right
predictions formixed complements,while another formulation didn’t. This brings out a
general limitation of semantic accounts of ungrammaticality. The problem, aswe see it,
is that we cannot distinguish between the two formulations of the EM presupposition
on independent grounds. This is because they make exactly the same predictions
for declarative complements—and the case of declarative complements is the only
one where we can check whether our account derives the correct meaning. In all
the other cases, we cannot check this because the sentences are ungrammatical and
therefore simply have no “observable” semantic properties. So, while for neg-raising
predicates we have independent motivation for assuming an EM presupposition per se
(namely, we can observe that these predicates are neg-raising), there is no independent
motivation for preferring any particular formulation of the EM presupposition. Thus,
it cannot be said that the account given here fully derives the selectional restrictions of
predicates like believe and think from independently observable semantic properties
of these predicates, i.e., the fact that they are neg-raising. Rather, we have shown
that making one particular assumption about the lexical semantics of these predicates,
namely that they involve an EM presupposition formulated in terms of 〈?〉, accounts
both for their neg-raising property and for their selectional restrictions.

As far as we can see, this is a principled limitation affecting all semantic accounts
of ungrammaticality. All such accounts have to rely on specific lexical entries for the
expressions involved. It is often possible to motivate these lexical entries on indepen-
dent grounds, in the sense that they make good predictions for grammatical cases.
However, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to show that these entries could not be
altered in such a way that the good predictions about the grammatical cases would be
preserved while the ungrammatical cases would no longer come out as trivial.

6 Conclusion

There are two kinds of approaches to the semantics of clausal complements, one that
assumes different types for declarative and interrogative complements and one that
assumes uniform typing. On the first approach, the selectional restrictions of clause-
embedding predicates can to some extent be accounted for in terms of a typemismatch,
but in the absence of independent motivation for the assumed type distinction and the
type requirements of the relevant predicates, such an account remains stipulative.

27 In the case of truth-evaluating predicates, there is a natural way to address the problem. Namely, if such
predicates take a mixed complement, the interrogative conjunct will always be redundant, in the sense that
leaving it out would not affect the interpretation of the sentence as a whole. Such redundancy is known
to manifest itself as unacceptability (see, e.g., Schlenker 2009; Katzir and Singh 2013; Mayr and Romoli
2016).
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On the second approach, the selectional restrictions of clause-embedding predicates
have to be explained entirely based on semantic properties of the relevant predicates.
Extending initial work of Ciardelli and Roelofsen (2015) andUegaki (2015b), we have
seen in this paper that such an explanation can be given for several important classes of
rogative and anti-rogative predicates, namely neg-raising predicates, truth-evaluating
predicates, inquisitive predicates, and predicates of dependency.

Cases that we have not treated here include rogative speech act predicates such as
ask and inquire, anti-rogative speech act predicates such as assert and claim, as well as
non-veridical preferential predicates like fear and desire. The selectional restrictions
of this last class of predicates have been addressed elegantly in recent work by Uegaki
and Sudo (2017).

For rogative speech act predicates such as ask and inquire, we might attempt a
simple explanation along the following lines. It is natural to assume that part of what
a sentence like x asked ϕ conveys is that x uttered a sentence ϕ which was inquisitive
w.r.t. the common ground in the context of utterance. Arguably, this is necessary in
order to satisfy the sincerity conditions of the speech act of asking, and similarly for
inquiring. This requirement cannot be met if ϕ is a declarative, because in that case it
is bound to be non-inquisitive w.r.t. the common ground.

For anti-rogative speech act predicates like assert and claim, we believe that an
explanation is harder to find. This is because there are closely related speech act
predicates such as announce, state, and tell which are responsive. If we tried to appeal
to a similar reasoning aswith rogative speech act predicates, wewould have tomotivate
why this reasoning applies to predicates like assert, but not to predicates like announce.
Instead, following White and Rawlins (2016), we conjecture that the relevant factor
determining whether an ‘assertive’ speech act predicate is responsive or anti-rogative
might lie in the predicate’s event structure. Further exploring this hypothesis, however,
must be left for another occasion.

Moreover, while all predicates we discussed here could easily be classified as either
responsive or (anti-)rogative, not all embedding predicates fall so neatly into one of
these categories. One complication stems from the fact that the selectional restrictions
of some predicates appear to be polarity sensitive (Mayr 2017). For instance, as illus-
trated in (51) and (52), say and be certain seem to allow whether-complements when
appearing under negation, but not when appearing in positive episodic sentences.

(51) a. Mary didn’t say whether Bill had eaten.
b. *Mary said whether Bill had eaten.

(52) a. Mary isn’t certain whether Bill has eaten.
b. *Mary is certain whether Bill has eaten.

Mayr (2017) proposes that the environments in which verbs like say and be certain
accept whether-complements are exactly the same environments in which NPIs are
licensed. In recent experimental work, van Gessel et al. (2018) found confirmation for
the polarity sensitivity of be certain whether, but could not confirmMayr’s hypothesis
that this construction is acceptable exactly in those environments that license NPIs:
acceptability judgments for be certain whether do not correlate with judgments on
NPIs.
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Another complication, illustrated in (53), is that certain predicates, namely emotive
factives like surprise and amaze, only accept wh-interrogatives as complements, but
not polar interrogatives.

(53) a. It is amazing what Bill had for breakfast.
b. *It is amazing whether Bill had breakfast.

Several accounts of this phenomenon have been suggested (d’Avis 2002; Abels 2004;
Guerzoni 2007; Sæbø 2007; Nicolae 2013; Romero 2015). For a detailed overview
of this literature, as well as a proposal that is directly compatible with the account
developed in the present paper, we refer to Roelofsen 2017 and Roelofsen et al. 2019.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.

Appendix A. Related work

This appendix discusses some work that is, like the present paper, concerned with
the selectional restrictions of rogative and/or anti-rogative predicates. In particular,
we will consider the work of Zuber (1982), Egré (2008), Mayr (2017), and Cohen
(2017a, b) on the connection between anti-rogativity and neg-raising (Sect. A.1), and
the work of Uegaki (2015b) on the selectional restrictions of wonder and possible
independent motivation for a type distinction between anti-rogatives on the one hand
and rogatives and responsives on the other (Sect. A.2).

A.1 On the connection between anti-rogativity and neg-raising

Evidently, the discussion of anti-rogativity in the present paper is greatly indebted to
Zuber (1982), who observed the connection between anti-rogativity and neg-raising.
Zuber’s work was brought to our attention through the insightful discussion of clausal
embedding in Egré (2008). However, neither Zuber (1982) nor Egré (2008) succeeded
in deriving anti-rogativity from neg-raising in a principled way.

Independently of the present paper, Mayr (2017) and Cohen (2017a, b) have also
recently proposed ways to explain the connection between anti-rogativity and neg-
raising.28 While these accounts are largely in the same spirit as ours, they are more
limited in scope and less explicit in some important regards. We will discuss each
account in some more detail below.

A.1.1 Mayr (2017)

Mayr (2017) assumes the following lexical entry for believe:

28 As mentioned, a first version of the present account started circulating in the spring of 2016.
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(54) �believe� = λpst .λxe.λws : doxw
x ⊆ p ∨ doxw

x ⊆ p. doxw
x ⊆ p

That is, just as we did, he incorporates an excluded-middle presupposition to capture
the fact that believe is neg-raising, following Gajewski (2007). However, he assumes
that anti-rogative predicates like believe and responsive predicates like know and be
certain all take a single proposition as their first input, while we take them to apply to
sets of propositions.

Mayr takes a declarative complement to denote a single proposition, so such a
complement can straightforwardly combine with believe, as well as with know and be
certain. A polar interrogative complement, on the other hand, is taken to denote a kind
of type-raised existential quantifier over sets of propositions. For instance, whether
Mary smokes is interpreted as follows:29

(55) �whether Mary smokes� = λQ〈st,st〉.λws .∃p ∈ Q′.Q(p)(w) = 1

where Q′ = {λw′.Mary smokes in w′, λw′.Mary doesn’t smoke in w′}
Given this treatment, neither believe nor know can directly take a polar interroga-
tive like whether Mary smokes as its complement, since the latter does not denote a
proposition. Mayr (2017) assumes that this type clash can be resolved by letting the
polar interrogative take sentential scope, leaving behind a trace of type 〈s, t〉. Thus,
the logical form of such a construction is as follows:

(56) [whether Mary smokes] λp [John believes p]

In order to determine what the interpretation of this logical form is, we need to specify
how the excluded-middle presupposition projects out of the scope of an existential
quantifier. Mayr (2017) does not specify this, but writes that the following interpreta-
tion is obtained:

(57) λws .∃p ∈ Q′ : doxw
j ⊆ p ∨ doxw

j ⊆ p . doxw
j ⊆ p

Note that it is not quite clear how this formula should be read. In particular, the
underlined part cannot be read as usual, namely as restricting the domain of application
of a certain function, because it does not come right after a lambda operator but rather
appears in the scope of a quantifier which binds into it. Mayr (2017, p. 871) says the
following about this:

“What is the presupposition of [(57)]? Taking the first of the propositions in Q′
and setting it for p in [(57)] gives the presupposition that John either believes
that Mary smokes or that she does not smoke. Taking the second proposition in
Q′, however, yields exactly the same. As a consequence, the presupposition of
[(57)] is that John either believes that Mary smokes or that she does not smoke.
Given the existential quantification in the assertive component of [(57)], the
assertion is equivalent to the presupposition. This means that whenever [(57)]

29 This interpretation actually differs slightly from the interpretation given in (17) of Mayr (2017). This is
because, as confirmed by Mayr (p.c.), the latter contained a typo. The interpretation given here is the one
that was intended.
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has a defined truth value, it is true. It is a tautology. Therefore [(56)] has a trivial
literal meaning and is degraded…”

Todeterminewhether this informal line of reasoning is tenable,we need amore general
and precise specification of the assumed presupposition projection mechanism. Mayr
(p.c.) has suggested that the desired results can be obtained by assuming a three-valued
Strong Kleene logic, in which the truth value of ∃x .ϕ(x) is defined just in case the
truth value of ϕ(x) is defined for at least one value of x , and ∃x .ϕ(x) is true just in
case ϕ(x) is true for at least one value of x . Under this assumption, (57) is indeed true
whenever it has a defined truth value. However, it remains to be seen whether a Strong
Kleene logic is compatible with all the other parts of Mayr’s proposal (concerning be
certain, know, and other predicates).

Moreover, the account of Mayr (2017) is restricted to polar interrogative comple-
ments (the case of wh-interrogatives is explicitly left for future work), and it does not
explicitly show that embedding polar interrogative clauses under believe and other
neg-raising predicates always gives rise to logical analyticity (rather than just a tau-
tology).

A.1.2 Cohen (2017a, b)

Cohen (2017a, b) has proposed two different ways of explaining the connection
between anti-rogativity and neg-raising. We will not explicitly present these proposals
here, for two reasons. First, they are cast in a different logical framework, which we
would need to introduce in some detail before spelling out the proposals themselves.
And second, the proposals are still rather preliminary at this point. One exists in the
formof a 7-page handout, and the other in the formof a 5-page squib. Several important
aspects have not been fully specified yet. For these reasons, we will restrict ourselves
here to pointing out some challenges for the two proposals in their current form. A
more comprehensive comparison must wait until the proposals have been worked out
in more detail.

The proposal sketched in Cohen (2017a) wrongly predicts that under negation, neg-
raisingpredicates do take interrogative complements.Moreover, it assumes that theEM
presupposition of neg-raising predicates is pragmatic rather than semantic. As noted by
Horn (1978), EM presuppositions are expected to arise much more widely under this
assumption than they actually do. In particular, it becomes difficult, if not impossible,
to account for the fact that predicates like believe trigger an EM presupposition while
closely related predicates like be certain don’t.

On the proposal sketched in Cohen (2017b) EM presuppositions are semantic in
nature and neg-raising predicates are no longer predicted to license interrogative com-
plements under negation. However, the account is, like that of Mayr (2017), restricted
to polar interrogative complements. Moreover, it seems difficult to extend the account
in a principled way to wh-interrogatives, because it relies on a non-compositional
treatment of believing whether. This construction is, as a whole, viewed as a modal
operator which comes with an EM presupposition. That is, the semantic contribution
of believing whether is not derived from an independently motivated lexical entry
for believe and an independently motivated treatment of interrogative complements.
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Finally, the proposal relies on a non-standard account of neg-raising, whose empirical
coverage seems to be narrower than the account of neg-raising that we adopted, which
is due to Gajewski (2007) building on much previous work. For instance, the account
of Cohen (2017b) does not seem to account for the fact that negated neg-raising predi-
cates license strong NPIs (e.g., Bill doesn’t believe/*know that Mary has been back to
England in years), a core empirical fact about neg-raising predicates (for discussion,
see Gajewski 2007 and Križ 2015).

A.2 Uegaki (2015b)

We have shown that the selectional restrictions of some important classes of rogative
and anti-rogative predicates can be derived from semantic assumptions about these
predicates that canbe independentlymotivated, andweargued that such an account is to
be preferred over one that relies on a difference in semantic type between declarative
and interrogative complements, at least as long as such a difference in type is not
independently motivated.

Uegaki (2015b) assumes that declarative complements denote propositions, that
interrogative complements denote sets of propositions, and that there is a type-shifting
operation that transforms single propositions into sets of propositions if needed to
avoid a type mismatch. This type-shifting operation, denoted Id, simply turns any
proposition p into the corresponding singleton set {p}.30

(58) �Id�w = λp.{p}
Thus, type-shifting is not needed when a responsive predicate like know takes an
interrogative complement, as on the standard reductive approach (e.g., Heim 1994),
but rather when such a predicate takes a declarative complement. For instance, John
knows that Mary left is rendered as follows:

(59) John knows [Id [that Mary left]]

In this setup, the selectional restrictions of anti-rogative predicates like believe can
be seen as resulting from a type mismatch, under the assumption that such predicates
require a single proposition as their input. On the other hand, the selectional restrictions
of rogative predicates like wonder have to be given a different kind of explanation,
because in terms of semantic type they do not differ from responsive predicates like
know.

Uegaki provides such an explanation, as well as independent motivation for the
assumed type distinction between anti-rogative predicates on the one hand and respon-
sive and rogative predicates on the other. We will consider these aspects of Uegaki’s
proposal in Sects. A.2.1 and A.2.2, respectively, in each case drawing comparisons
with our own approach.

30 In discussing Uegaki’s proposal we adopt his convention to specify the denotation of each expression
α at a specific world w, �α�w , rather than the full meaning of the expression, �α�, which would be the
function λw.�α�w .
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A.2.1 Rogative predicates

Summary of Uegaki’s account. The fact that wonder does not license declarative
complements is accounted for by Uegaki (2015b, Sect. 2.3.3) in a way that is quite
close in spirit to the account adopted in the present paper fromCiardelli and Roelofsen
(2015), but different in implementation and empirical predictions. Uegaki proposes to
decomposewonder intowant to know and to derive the incompatibilitywith declarative
complements from independently motivated assumptions about the lexical semantics
of want. In particular, in line with earlier work on want, Uegaki (2015b, p.66) takes
x wants p to presuppose (i) that x believes that the presuppositions of p are satisfied,
and (ii) that x does not believe that p is true.

(60) Uegaki’s entry for want:

�want�w(p)(w) is defined only if:

(i) σw
x ⊆ {w′ | p(w′) = 1 or p(w′) = 0} ‘x believes presupposition of p’

(ii) σw
x �⊆ {w′ | p(w′) = 1} ‘x does not believe that p is true’

Now consider a case where wonder takes a declarative complement.

(61) *John wonders that Mary left.

Ifwonder is analyzed as want to know, then the truth value of (61) is only defined if (i)
John believes that the presuppositions of John knows that Mary left are satisfied, i.e.,
he believes that Mary left, and (ii) John does not believe that John knows that Mary left
is true. Assuming that x believes p generally entails x believes that x knows p, these
two conditions are contradictory. Thus, it is predicted that the presuppositions of (61)
can never be satisfied. This explains the fact that wonder does not license declarative
complements, and Uegaki suggests that the account can be extended to other rogative
predicates as well, assuming that all these predicates have want to know as a core
component.

Problems and comparison. We see two problems for this proposal, one concerning
the treatment of wonder itself, and one concerning the extension to other rogative
predicates. Let us first consider the predictions of the account for a case where wonder
takes an interrogative complement:

(62) John wonders whether Mary left.

It is predicted that this sentence presupposes that John does not believe that John
knows whether Mary left is true. Assuming that John is introspective, this is just to
say that the sentence presupposes that John doesn’t know whether Mary left. Since
presuppositions under want project to the belief state of the subject (Karttunen 1973,
1974), it is therefore also predicted that (63) presupposes that John believes Mary
doesn’t know where he is.

(63) John wants Mary to wonder where he is.
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This is a problematic prediction, because (63) can very well be true in a situation in
which John believes that Mary already knows where he is. We take this to show that
the ‘ignorance component’ of wonder is an entailment rather than a presupposition,
and this is indeed how it is modeled on our account. As a result, we do not predict that
(63) implies that John believes Mary is ignorant as to where he is.

Now let us turn to the possibility of extending Uegaki’s account of wonder to
other rogative predicates. It is indeed natural to assume that investigate and be curious
are, just like wonder, very close in meaning to want to know. However, we do not
think that this assumption is justifiable for predicates of dependency. It is clear that a
sentence like (64) does not make reference to any agent’s knowledge or desires, and
can therefore not be paraphrased in terms of want to know.

(64) Whether the light is on depends on whether the switch is up.

Thus, we think that the present proposal improves on Uegaki’s account both in its
treatment of wonder and in covering a broader range of predicates.

A.2.2 Anti-rogative predicates

Summary of Uegaki’s account. As mentioned above, Uegaki assumes that anti-
rogative predicates like believe require a single proposition as their input, while
responsive and rogative predicates require sets of propositions. Moreover, he assumes
that a declarative complement denotes a single proposition, while an interrogative
complement denotes a set of propositions. This immediately accounts for the fact
that anti-rogative predicates cannot take interrogative complements. Further assum-
ing that a single proposition can be transformed into a set of propositions using the
type-shifter Id, it is also predicted that responsive predicates can take both declarative
and interrogative complements.

Uegaki motivates the assumption that anti-rogative predicates like believe and
responsive predicates like know require different types of input by highlighting a
contrast that arises when these two types of predicates are combined with so-called
‘content DPs’, like the rumor that Mary left. The contrast, first noted by Vendler
(1972) and also discussed by Ginzburg (1995), King (2002), and Moltmann (2013),
is illustrated in (65).

(65) a. John believes the rumor that Mary left.
∴ John believes that Mary left.

b. John knows the rumor that Mary left.
�∴ John knows that Mary left.

In general, x believes the rumor that p entails x believes that p, whereas x knows the
rumor that p does not entail x knows that p, and the same is true if rumor is replaced
by story, claim, hypothesis, et cetera.

Now, Uegaki claims that all anti-rogative predicates behave just like believe in this
respect, while all responsive predicates behave just like know. He then provides an
account of the contrast in (65) which relies on the assumption that believe requires
a single proposition as its input, while know requires a set of propositions. Thus,
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to the extent that the account makes correct predictions for other anti-rogative and
responsive predicates as well, it indeed provides independent motivation for the type
distinction that Uegaki assumes to account for the selectional restrictions of anti-
rogative predicates.
Problem and comparison. The problem for this approach is that there are counterex-
amples to the claim that all anti-rogative predicates behave like believewhen combined
with content DPs, and that all responsive predicates behave like know in this respect.
First, there are anti-rogative predicates, such as think and want, which, unlike believe,
cannot be combined with content DPs at all.31

(66) *John thinks/wants/feels/supposes the rumor that Mary left.

While this does not directly counter Uegaki’s account of the fact that believe is anti-
rogative, it does show that the scope of the account is restricted; it certainly does not
cover the full range of anti-rogative predicates.

A more drastic problem is that there are also responsive predicates that do not
behave like knowwhen combined with content DPs. Such predicates include hear and
prove, as illustrated in (67)-(68).32

(67) John heard the rumor that Mary left.
∴ John heard that Mary left.

(68) John proved the hypothesis that every positive integer has a unique prime
factorization.
∴ John proved that every positive integer has a unique prime factorization.

On Uegaki’s account these predicates are thus predicted to be anti-rogative, just like
believe, contrary to fact. This means that the independent motivation that Uegaki
provides for his account of the selectional restrictions of anti-rogative predicates in
terms of a typemismatch collapses. As a result, the account loses its explanatory force.

31 As an anonymous reviewer points out, these predicates can be combined with DPs like something
and several things, expressions that Moltmann (2013) calls special quantifiers. With these expressions the
relevant entailment is licensed:

(i) John thinks something—namely that Mary left.
∴ John thinks that Mary left.

However, as discussed above, we are interested here in the contrast between predicates like know and
predicates like believe that arises with content nouns like rumor. With special quantifiers, on the other
hand, there is no contrast between know and believe: as shown in (ii), if know combines with something the
relevant inference is licensed (while with rumor it wouldn’t be licensed). Hence, special quantifiers are not
part of Uegaki’s generalization, and therefore not a counterexample to our criticism.

(ii) John knows something—namely that Mary left.
∴ John knows that Mary left.

32 Uegaki (2015b, pp. 49, 61) remarks that certain responsive predicates allow for a so-called entity-relating
reading (such as the acquaintance reading of know), and that his theory leaves open the possibility that
under this reading, these predicates do license inferences like those in (67)–(68). However, to the extent
that such readings exist for hear and prove, they don’t seem to be necessary for the inferences in (67)–(68)
to go through.
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In comparison, we have shown that the selectional restrictions of two impor-
tant classes of anti-rogative predicates can be derived from independently motivated
semantic assumptions about these predicates, without the need to assume a mismatch
in semantic type.

Appendix B. Support-conditional lexical entries

In the main text, we have given truth-conditional lexical entries for a number of pred-
icates. For instance, according to our entry for be certain, repeated in (69) below, the
predicate denotes a function which takes a complement meaning P and an individual
x as its input, and delivers a truth value, either 1 or 0, as its output, depending on the
world of evaluation w.

(69) �be certain�w = λPT .λx .doxw
x ∈ P

Another, equivalent formulation of the entry is given in (70) below. This formulation
makes clear that, when given a complement meaning P and an individual x as its
input, the predicate yields a function from possible worlds to truth values. This kind of
function can be identified with a set of possible worlds, namely those that are mapped
to 1. Such a set of worlds, a proposition, is taken to encode the meaning of a sentence
in standard possible worlds semantics.

(70) �be certain� = λPT .λx .λw.doxw
x ∈ P

In inquisitive semantics, however, as discussed in Sect. 2, the meaning of a sentence
is not a single proposition, but rather a set of propositions (non-empty and downward
closed), encoding both the informative and the inquisitive content of the sentence.
Thus, in inquisitive semantics, predicates like be certain should, when given a com-
plement meaning P and an individual x as their input, not yield a set of worlds as their
output, but rather a set of propositions—or equivalently, a function mapping every
proposition p either to 1 or to 0. Schematically, the entries for such predicates should
therefore be of the following form:

(71) �·� = λPT .λx .λp〈s,t〉 . . .

In this way, a complete sentence like Bill is certain that Ann left is associated with a set
of propositions, as desired. Each of these propositions is said to support the sentence.
Thus, lexical entries that fit the scheme in (71) are called support-conditional, rather
than truth-conditional, entries.

Now, what are the support-conditional entries of the predicates that we have dis-
cussed? We propose that they can be derived from their truth-conditional entries in a
straightforward way. Namely, we assume that for every predicate V under consider-
ation, �V �(P)(x)(p) is defined just in case �V �(P)(x)(w) is defined for all w ∈ p,
and �V �(P)(x)(p) = 1 just in case �V �(P)(x)(w) = 1 for all w ∈ p. Concretely,
this yields the following entries:

(72) �be certain� = λPT .λx .λp.∀w ∈ p.doxw
x ∈ P
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(73) �believe� = λPT .λx .λp.∀w ∈ p. (doxw
x ∈ P ∨ doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P).∀w ∈ p.

doxw
x ∈ P

(74) �be true� = λPT .λp.∀w ∈ p. truew ∈ P

(75) �be false� = λPT .λp.∀w ∈ p. truew
/∈ P

(76) �wonder� = λPT .λx .λp.∀w ∈ p. (doxw
x /∈ P ∧ inqw

x ⊆ P)

(77) �depend on� = λP ′
T .λPT .λp.∀w ∈ p. ∃ f ∈ alt(P)alt(P

′) such that:

(i) ∀q ⊆ σw.∀α ∈ alt(P ′).(q ⊆ α → q ⊆ f (α)) and

(i i) ∃α, α′ ∈ alt(P ′).α ∩ σw �= ∅ ∧ α′ ∩ σw �= ∅ ∧ f (α) �= f (α′))

To briefly illustrate what these entries deliver, consider the following sentence:

(78) John wonders whether Mary called.

According to the entry in (76), a proposition p belongs to �(78)� just in case every
world w ∈ p is one in which (i) John isn’t certain yet whether Mary called, but (ii)
every extension of his current doxastic state in which the issues that he entertains are
resolved is one in which he has learned whetherMary called. Note that �(78)� contains
a single maximal element, i.e., a single alternative, which is the set of all worlds in
which conditions (i) and (ii) above are satisfied. Thus, it is correctly predicted that
(78) is not inquisitive, and that the sentence is true inw, i.e.,w ∈ info(�(78)�), exactly
when it is true according to our truth-conditional entry for wonder in (37).

More generally, our support-conditional entries predict for any predicate V under
consideration, and any declarative sentence ϕ in which V takes a clausal complement
and an individual subject (or two clausal complements in the case of depend on), that
(i) ϕ is non-inquisitive, and (ii) ϕ is true in a world w, i.e., w ∈ info(ϕ), just in case
it is true in w according to our truth-conditional entries.

Indeed, because of this tight connection between the support and truth conditions of
sentences involving the predicates in question, we felt justified in concentrating only
on the latter in the main text of the paper. For more details concerning type-theoretic
inquisitive semantics, we refer to Ciardelli et al. (2017).

Appendix C. Extending the account to presuppositional questions

In this appendix we demonstrate how our account can be extended to presuppositional
questions. Such questions are problematic for our account in its current form because it
derives the selectional restrictions of anti-rogatives from the fact that themeaning of an
interrogative complement always covers the entire logical space W . Presuppositional
questions, however, do not cover W , but only a subset of W .

C.1 Presuppositional questions

Let us consider the example of a polar question containing the presupposition trigger
stop:
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(79) Did John stop smoking?

As before, we model presuppositions via definedness restrictions: e.g., �Did John stop
smoking?�(p) is defined only if John used to smoke in all worlds w ∈ p:

(80) �Did John stop smoking?�

= λp.

{
∀w ∈ p : S(w)( j) ∨ ∀w ∈ p : ¬S(w)( j) if ∀w ∈ p : U (w)( j)

undefined otherwise

In line with this, we define the presupposition π(P) of a sentence meaning P as the
set of all those propositions p for which P(p) is defined.

Definition 1 (Presupposition)
The presupposition π(P) of a sentence meaning P is π(P) = {p | P(p) is defined}.

C.2 Presupposition projection

Negation. It is well known that presuppositions project through negation. We modify
the definition of the inquisitive negation operator to model this fact.

(81) ¬¬ = λP.λp.

{
∀q ∈ P : p ∩ q = ∅ if P(p) is defined

undefined otherwise

As before, when ¬¬ is applied to a sentence meaning P , it again yields a sentence
meaning, i.e., a set of propositions. Now, however, ¬¬ P(p) is only defined if P(p) is.
As a consequence, for any sentence meaning P , it holds that π(P) = π(¬¬ P).

Embedding predicates. Next, we turn to the embedding predicate believe. As
observed by Karttunen (1973, 1974), a sentence like (82) presupposes not that John
used to smoke, but that Mary believes that he used to smoke. That is, believe and other
non-factive attitude predicates project the presupposition of their complement clause
by attributing it to the attitude holder as a belief.

(82) Mary believes that John stopped smoking.

Presupposition: Mary believes that John used to smoke.

The support-conditional version of the existing lexical entry for believe is repeated
in (83) (see Appendix B). Recall that the definedness restriction of this entry serves
to model the excluded-middle (EM) presupposition. In what follows, we will refer to
the disjunction modelling the EM presupposition (∀w ∈ p : doxw

x ∈ P or ∀w ∈ p :
doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P) as the EM condition.

(83) �believe�

= λP.λx .λp.

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∀w ∈ p : doxw
x ∈ P if ∀w ∈ p : doxw

x ∈ P or
∀w ∈ p : doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P

undefined otherwise
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In order to also model the presupposition projection behavior of believe, we may
add another condition to the existing definedness restriction. What we require for
�believe�(P)(x)(p) to be defined is that, in every world w ∈ p, the subject’s doxastic
state, doxw

x , satisfies the presuppositions of the complement meaning P . That is, for
every w ∈ p, P(doxw

x ) should be defined. A lexical entry for believe including this
additional condition is given in (84).

(84) �believe�

= λP.λx .λp.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

∀w ∈ p : doxw
x ∈ P if (∀w ∈ p : doxw

x ∈ P or ∀w ∈ p :
doxw

x ∈ ¬¬ P)

and ∀w ∈ p : DOXw
x ∈ P is defined

undefined otherwise

However, because presuppositions project through negation, we find that whenever p
satisfies theEMcondition, it is of course also defined for allw ∈ pwhetherdoxw

x ∈ P .
This means that we may also just omit the additional definedness condition and stick
with the entry in (83).

C.3 Relativizing non-informativity

Recall that we assume that interrogative complements are never informative. We had
taken a sentenceϕ to be non-informative iff its informative content is trivial—bywhich
we meant trivial w.r.t. the logical space W . That is, we called ϕ non-informative iff
info(ϕ) = W . Now that we are also considering presuppositional questions, it is
natural to relativize the definition of non-informativity to the presuppositional content
of a sentence. We say that a sentence ϕ with presupposition π(�ϕ�) is non-informative
w.r.t. its presupposition iff info(ϕ) = ⋃

π(�ϕ�). This is the case iff the alternatives
in �ϕ� together cover

⋃
π(�ϕ�). Intuitively, we can think of this along the following

lines. Suppose that info(ϕ) = ⋃
π(�ϕ�) and consider the doxastic state of someone

who hears ϕ. Then, whenever this doxastic state is one that satisfies the presupposition
of ϕ, i.e., an element of π(�ϕ�), it will also already contain all the information encoded
by info(ϕ), i.e., ϕ will not add any information to the given doxastic state.

Using this relativized notion, we now assume that interrogative complements are
always non-informative w.r.t. their presupposition. In case an interrogative does not
carry a presupposition, this simply boils down to normal non-informativity.

At this point, we can already see from the definition of inquisitive negation in (81)
that, just as before, the inquisitive negation of an interrogative complement meaning P
with presupposition π(P) is always ¬¬ P = {∅}. This is because there can be no non-
empty proposition p ∈ π(P) such that p is inconsistent with every q ∈ P .

Also as before, this means that if believe takes an interrogative complement, the
second disjunct of the EM condition can only be true if doxw

x = ∅. It follows that
the second disjunct can only be true if the first disjunct is true as well, since ∅ is
contained in any complement meaning P . In other words, the second disjunct in the
EM condition is redundant. Thus, if believe takes an interrogative complement, its
lexical entry reduces to (85).
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(85) �believe�

= λP.λx .λp.

{∀w ∈ p : doxw
x ∈ P if ∀w ∈ p : doxw

x ∈ P

undefined otherwise

Note that the definedness condition in (85) entails the support condition. In other
words, when believe combineswith an interrogative complement, its support condition
is trivial relative to its presupposition. We will now again show that this triviality is a
case of L-analyticity.

C.4 L-analyticity

It is straightforward to translate the notion of L-analyticity into our support-conditional
framework:

Assumption 3 (L-analyticity, support-based version) A sentence S with logical skele-
ton χ is L-analytical just in case either (i) or (ii) holds.

(i) For all interpretations, if it is defined whether a proposition p supports χ , then p
supports χ .

(ii) For all interpretations, if it is defined whether a proposition p supports χ , then p
does not support χ .

We now show that the meaning of (86) still comes out as L-analytical on the presup-
positional account.

(86) *Mary believes whether John stopped smoking.

We again start by constructing the logical skeleton (LS). As before, we assume that
believe decomposes at LF into Mbelieve and REM. The lexical entries of these items
need to be modified slightly to fit the support-conditional setting.

(87) �Mbelieve(w)(x)� = doxw
x

(88) �REM�

= λM〈s,〈e,st〉〉.λP.λx .λp.⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

∀w ∈ p : M(w)(x) ∈ P if (∀w ∈ p : M(w)(x) ∈ P or

∀w ∈ p : M(w)(x) ∈ ¬¬ P)

undefined otherwise

The LS for (86) is given in (89).

(89)

d

REM MV
? P

Now, let p be a proposition. We want to determine whether p ∈ �(89)�. Whether
this is the case, though, is only defined if p supports the presupposition π(�(89)�).
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This means it has to hold that either (a) �M�(w)(�d�) ∈ �?P� for all w ∈ p, or (b)
�M�(w)(�d�) ∈ �¬¬ ?P� for all w ∈ p. We already know that, no matter what P
is, the set of propositions in �?P� covers the presupposition of ?P, π(�?P�). That is,
info(?P) = ⋃

π(�?P�). Hence, we also know that �¬¬ ?P� = {∅}.
The seconddisjunct in theEMcondition, (b), can thus onlybe true if �M�(w)(�d�) =

∅ for all w ∈ p. But if this holds, then the first disjunct is also true, since �?P� always
contains ∅. This means that whenever the second disjunct holds, the first one holds as
well, or, in other words, whenever the EM condition holds, the first disjunct is true.

Now, let’s assume that the p we were considering indeed supports the pre-
supposition π(�(89)�). Then we know that the first disjunct of the EM condition
holds. But note that this disjunct is identical to the support condition for p, namely
�M�(w)(�d�) ∈ �?P� for all w ∈ p. This in turn means that, for all interpretations in
which it is defined whether p ∈ �(89)�, it is indeed the case that p ∈ �(89)�. Hence,
(89) comes out as L-analytical.
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